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Structural Relaxation and Dynamic Heterogeneity in a Polymer Melt at Attractive Surfaces
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Molecular dynamics simulations of polymer melts at flat and structured surfaces reveal that, for the
former, slow dynamics and increased dynamic heterogeneity for an adsorbed polymer is due to
densification of the polymer in a surface layer, while, for the latter, the energy topography of the
surface plays the dominant role in determining dynamics of interfacial polymer. The dramatic increase
in structural relaxation time for polymer melts at the attractive structured surface is largely the result of
dynamic heterogeneity induced by the surface and does not resemble dynamics of a bulk melt
approaching Tg .
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The dynamics of melt polymers near solid surfaces are
of tremendous interest for a wide range of materials
including polymer-nanoparticle composites [1] and
highly confined polymers [2]. Simulation [3,4] and experimental studies [5–7] have shown that the structural
relaxation time of melt polymers in the vicinity of solid
surfaces with which they have strong, attractive interactions can be dramatically greater than that of the corresponding bulk polymer at the same thermodynamic
conditions. This increase in relaxation time has been
associated with an increase in glass transition temperature Tg for interfacial polymer seen in both simulations
[3] and experimental studies [1,8].
Simulation [3,9,10] and experimental studies [9,11]
reveal that attractive interfaces engender density oscillations (layers) in a polymer melt whose amplitude decays
rapidly with distance from the surface (e.g., see inset in
Fig. 1). Simulations also indicate that the influence of the
surface on polymer dynamics is localized to the first few
layers of polymer near the surface and is most dramatic
for polymer segments adsorbed on the polymer surface
(the first polymer layer) [3,4]. Hence, understanding the
relaxation behavior of polymers in the layer adjacent to an
attractive surface is key to understanding the dynamics of
interfacial and confined polymers. The fundamental origins of these increased relaxation times for polymers at
strongly attractive surfaces remain unclear. Detailed
analysis of simulations of roughly spherical nanoparticles
in a coarse-grained bead-spring polymer matrix [4] indicated that reduced segmental motion along the surface
of the particle can be associated with the energy topography of the nanoparticle surface. In contrast, a recent
density functional theory analysis of polymer chains
confined between flat, structureless surfaces associated
the slowing of polymer dynamics with increased density
of the polymer in layers near the surface [12].
Recent simulation studies [13] have also revealed the
important role of dynamic heterogeneity in governing
relaxation behavior in polymer melts. Dynamic heterogeneity, reflected, for example, in an increasingly non226103-1
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Gaussian character of atomic displacements as temperature decreases toward Tg , can be quantified by the first
non-Gaussian correction to the incoherent dynamic structure factor Iq; t given by [14]
Iq; t  I Gauss q; tXf1  12q2 hRt2 i=6
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hRt2 i is the mean-square displacement of scattering
centers (e.g., monomers) at time t, and q is the magnitude
of the scattering vector. Non-Gaussian displacements can
result in much slower relaxation, quantified by the rate of

FIG. 1. Incoherent dynamic structure factor of the first polymer layer at the structured surface (open squares) and flat
surface (open triangles) for "ps  2. Also shown is the dynamic
structure factor for the bulk melt. The solid lines are the
corresponding dynamic structure factors obtained assuming
Gaussian distributed bead displacements. The inset shows the
density of polymer beads as a function of distance from the
surfaces; vertical lines denote layer boundaries.
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decay of Iq; t, compared to a more dynamically homogeneous material with the same intrinsic dynamics quantified by hRt2 i.
For polymers near attractive surfaces, increased structural relaxation time relative to the bulk melt may be due
to a decrease in the rate of intrinsic polymer dynamics
for adsorbed polymer segments, an increase in nonGaussianity (heterogeneity) of monomer displacements
for adsorbed polymer, or both. In turn, this (these) effect(s) may be a consequence of the energy topography of
the surface, densification of the polymer at the surface, or
a combination of these effects. In order to help clarify the
roles of heterogeneity, surface structure, and polymer
densification in the observed slowing of structural relaxation of polymers near attractive surfaces, we have conducted simulations of a coarse-grained bead-spring
polymer melt confined between attractive structured and
structureless (flat) surfaces. The polymer model and simulation methodology are described in detail in our previous work [4,10]. Briefly, the systems consisted of
100 polymer chains of 20 beads. All polymer beads
interact by a Lennard-Jones potential with a well depth
of "pp  1 with a zero energy at r  1  . The beadbead bond length was constrained at 0.935. The polymer
was confined between parallel surfaces nominally at
z  0 and 10 with periodic boundary conditions in the
x and y directions. The actual spacing between surfaces
was adjusted to give a density (beads=3 ) of   0:87
in the center of each film. The atomistic surfaces consisted
of two layers of polymer beads in a square array with
lattice parameter equal to the diameter of the beads.
Polymer-surface (bead-bead) interaction energies "ps 
"pp  1 and "ps  2"pp  2 were investigated. For the
flat surfaces the polymer bead-surface potential is
given as
Uz  A"ps z

9

z

3

;

where parameter A was adjusted such that the polymer
density profiles obtained for structured and flat surfaces
were nearly indistinguishable, as shown in Fig. 1. Simulations were performed using the simulation package
Lucretius [15] at reduced temperature T  1:0 defined
in terms of the well depth for the polymer bead-bead
interaction ("pp  1). Simulations of a bulk melt (3D
periodic boundary conditions) were also performed at
T  1:0,   0:87. All potentials were shifted and truncated at 2:5. Our integration time step was 5:9 10 3 in
units of m="pp 1=2 where m is the bead mass, with a
total simulation time of approximately 6 104 for each
system.
We have investigated the behavior of incoherent dynamic structure factor for each layer j (e.g., see Fig. 1,
inset) of the polymer films given as

Z
2
1
xy
Ij q0 ; t 
cosq0 R t cos d
2Nj 0
and
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2
IjGauss q0 ; t  exp q20 hRxy
j t i=4 ;

where q0  7 corresponds to the first peak in the static
2
structure factor for the bulk melt and hRxy
j t i is the
mean-squared bead displacement of the Nj beads in the
jth layer parallel to the surfaces. Here we investigated
only motion parallel to the surface as a division of the
material into layers of thickness comparable to 2=q0
resulting in artifacts in the 3D dynamic structure factor
from contribution of motion perpendicular to the layers.
The integral was evaluated numerically utilizing
180 equally spaced q vectors in the xy plane. The relationship for Ij q0 ; t assumes isotropic motion, while that for
IjGauss q0 ; t assumes both isotropic motion and Gaussiandistributed displacements of the scattering centers.
Ij q0 ; t for the first polymer layer at structured and flat
surfaces for "ps  2 as well as Iq0 ; t for the bulk melt
are shown in Fig. 1. Structural relaxation times, defined
as the time at which the structure factor decays to 0.1,
normalized by the relaxation time of the bulk polymer,
are given in Table I for all systems studied. As anticipated, the structural relaxation time for the polymer near
the attractive surfaces (first layer) is much greater than
that of the bulk polymer, particularly for the structured
surface. Polymer dynamics for layer 2 showed much less
influence on the surface and those for layers beyond layer 2
were essentially indistinguishable from the bulk melt. The
dynamic structure factor of the film could be represented
quite accurately as a weighted sum of contributions from
the first two layers with the remainder of the material
treated as bulk polymer.
Comparison of Iq0 ; t and IGauss q0 ; t (Fig. 1) or,
correspondingly, =Gauss , given in Table I, reveals that
heterogeneity, manifested in the non-Gaussianity of
bead displacements, makes an insignificant contribution
to the structural relaxation time for the bulk melt, consistent with the fact that the bulk is well above its glass
transition temperature of approximately Tg  0:35 [16].
In contrast, for the adsorbed polymer layer non-Gaussian
effects are important, particularly for the structured
surface, and increase dramatically with the strength of
the polymer-surface interaction. For the structured surface dynamic heterogeneity induced by the surface plays
TABLE I. Normalized structural relaxation times for adsorbed and bulk polymer.
Relax.
time

Structured
"ps  2
"ps  1

"ps  1

Flat
"ps  2

Layer 1

Gauss
=Gauss

8.3
1.4
5.9

2444
53
46

1.1
0.8
1.4

2.2
1.5
1.5

Bulk melt
=Gauss

1.3
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a role comparable to that of slower intrinsic dynamics in
the dramatically increased structural relaxation time for
interfacial polymer. For example, for the structured surface with "ps  2, the structural relaxation time is approximately 3 orders of magnitude greater for the first
layer than for the bulk ( log  3:4), with half of this
being due to intrinsically slower dynamics ( logGauss 
1:7) and half associated with dynamic heterogeneity
( log=Gauss  1:7).
Dynamic heterogeneity in the adsorbed polymer layer
was further investigated by comparing the magnitude of
xy 2
2 t, the mean-square bead displacement hR t i, and
xy
the distribution of bead displacements PR  for polymer
segments in the first layer at t  tmax , the time corresponding to the maximum in 2 t, for each system
studied. Values of tmax , hRxy tmax 2 i, and 2 tmax  are tabulated in Table II. For bulk polymer melts tmax corresponds
to the caging time, i.e., the time scale upon which segments begin to move beyond the cage of their neighbors.
The caging time increases with decreasing temperature
and is expected to diverge as Tg approached [13,17]. As
our bulk melt is well above Tg , tmax is small and the corresponding 2 tmax  is modest. Table II shows that tmax and
2 tmax  are greater for the adsorbed polymer and increase with increasing strength of the polymer-surface
interaction, particularly for the structured surface.
We can gain insight into the fundamental roles of
surface energy topography and polymer densification on
the dynamics of adsorbed polymer by comparing values
of hRxy tmax 2 i given in Table II for each system. For the
flat surface hRxy tmax 2 i values correspond to that for the
bulk melt, revealing that caging effects in the first polymer layer of the flat interface are occurring on the same
length scale as those in the bulk melt. This indicates that
densification of the first layer in the flat surface is promoting neighbor caging similar to that observed in the bulk
melt with decreasing temperature and, hence, leads to
reduced dynamics and increased heterogeneity similar to
that observed in bulk polymers approaching the glass
transition temperature [13]. In contrast, a structured
surface with the same polymer density profile as a flat
surface exhibits much stronger caging effects as mani-
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fested in dramatically longer caging (and hence structural relaxation times) and greater non-Gaussianity
[large 2 tmax ] than observed for the flat surface. For
the structured surface the length scale of the caging
decreases with increasing strength of the polymer-surface
interaction. To further illustrate this effect, we performed
additional simulations for a structured surface at "ps  3
(see Table II). Here the caging length scale reflects
the amplitude of vibration of adsorbed polymer beads
within energy wells on the structured surface, which
become deeper (leading to reduced vibrational amplitudes) with the increase of strength of the polymersurface interaction.
The above analysis indicates that the reduced dynamics
and increased heterogeneity for polymer segments adsorbed on the structured surface are due to polymer beads
becoming trapped within energy wells on the surface that
become increasingly deep with increasing "ps . These
effects are much stronger than density-induced neighbor
caging observed for the flat surface. We concluded that the
densification of the surface layer per se, responsible for
slowing dynamics and increased heterogeneity for adsorbed polymers at the flat surface, is unimportant for
the structured surface. This is further illustrated in Fig. 2,
which shows clearly the much longer relaxation time for
the structured surface at the same surface density as a flat
surface and the significantly different scaling of relaxation time with density for the structured and flat surfaces.
We can gain insight into the relaxation mechanism
polymer segments adsorbed on the structured surface by
investigating the distribution of bead displacements
PRxy  at tmax , shown in Fig. 3 for each system studied.
Also shown is PRxy  for the corresponding Gaussian distributions [yielding the same hRxy 2 i as the actual
distributions] for each system. The distributions for
adsorbed polymer at the flat surface show deviation
from Gaussian behavior but do not show any indication
of the emergence of a second peak. Similar behavior is

TABLE II. Comparison of non-Gaussian properties of bead
displacements for adsorbed polymers.
Systema
s
s
s
f
f

Bulk
"ps  1
"ps  2
"ps  3
"ps  1
"ps  2

a

tmax
0.47
1.89
13.3
496
0.59
1.18

2 tmax 

0.35
0.68
3.03
10.2
0.35
0.37

hR2 tmax i

b

0.096
0.225
0.086
0.027
0.122
0.137

0.80
0.95
1.00
0.80
0.95

s  structured surface, f  flat surface.
Surface density of beads (number of beads in the first layer per
unit surface area).
b
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FIG. 2. Structural relaxation time for the first polymer layer
for structured and flat surfaces as a function of bead surface
density in the first layer.
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polymer melts with decreasing temperature. In contrast,
for the structured surface, simulations indicate that densification of the polymer in the adsorbed layer is not
fundamentally responsible for the dramatically slowed
dynamics and increased dynamic heterogeneity of the
adsorbed polymer compared to both the bulk polymer
and polymer adsorbed to the flat surface. Rather, the
specific topography of the surface plays a dominant
role, with polymer segments becoming caged within surface energy wells and relaxation that occurs by migration
of segments to neighboring energy wells.
The authors gratefully acknowledge support of NASA
through Grant No. NAG-12319 as well as the Department
of Energy through Grant No. DEFG0301ER45914 and
University of Utah Center for the Simulation of Accidental Fires and Explosions (C-SAFE) for support of
this work.

FIG. 3. Distribution of bead displacements at times corresponding to the maximum in 2 t for (a) the structured
surface and (b) the flat surface. Lines show the corresponding
Gaussian distributions (Rxy ) yielding equivalent hRxy tmax 2 i.

observed for segment distributions in bulk polymer melts
approaching Tg [13]. Much more dramatic deviations
from Gaussian behavior are manifested for the structured
surface. Particularly for the larger polymer-surface interaction energies, there is a clear two-peak structure to the
distributions. The first peak reflects segments that remain
trapped in their cages (surface energy wells) on the
caging time scale, while the second peak, which is manifested on a length scale corresponding to the surface
structure, reflects segments which have left their original well for neighboring wells. Similar behavior was
observed in our recent simulations of micelle forming
telechelic polymer solutions, where on the caging time
scale the majority of attractive polymer ends remained
trapped within their original micelle but where also a
clear contribution from those who had migrated to neighboring micelles could also be observed [17].
In summary, our molecular dynamics simulation study
of the dynamics of polymers at attractive interfaces reveals that slowed structural relaxation compared to the
bulk melt polymer is due to both slower intrinsic dynamics for the adsorbed polymer and increased dynamic
heterogeneity within the adsorbed polymer layer. For
the structureless surface, the influence of the interface
on the dynamics of adsorbed polymer can be associated
with increased neighbor caging due to densification of
polymer within the adsorbed layer. The slower intrinsic
dynamics and increasing dynamic heterogeneity with
increasing strength of the surface-polymer attraction for
the flat surface resembles behavior observed for bulk
226103-4
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